
-Mark the virtical center line, in the seam allowance,
with a triangle with a radius of .05" at the top and a circle with a radius of .05".
-Make and print a heat press drawing.

HEAT PRESS PROCESS

MAKING CANVEX PROCESS

B

CANVEX

Cut File Layout Example:

WORK AREA

RENDERING PROCESS (2 Rendered Images: 1 black, 1 grey):

-Import Logo into Rhino as svg file. (Use Block for  Rendered Sewlong Logo).
-When importing, check the box that says "Group Multi Curve Paths" and import
filled objects as curves.

-Center logo on swimdeck. 
----For custom jobs, scale logo down to either 24"x24" or 
18"x30" (to fit while screen printing).
----For Sewlong Logo, use 18" heat press block

Swim Deck Surfaces:
- Duplicate Swim Deck Curves and logo (there will be two renderings)
- Using the swim deck curves, create a surface for each set of curves. 
----There are two layers titled "Swim Plat Surface Black" and "Swim Plat Surface
Grey". You need move one surface to each of these layers.

Logo Surface:
- If Custom logo, group similar colored areas and curves and create colored surfaces
as needed.
-When displaying the SewLong logo, use the block for rendered logo. Both logos should be 
on the layer titled "Logo Surface (Grey)" and Both logos on the
black and grey swim deck will be the same medium grey color.

FINAL STEPS:
-Move the logo so it hovers just above the swim deck surface (Sewlong block should import 
just above the surface). It should be viewed
from the top view without a shadow.

Add these images to the Rendered Drawing
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CUSTOMER PROOF: VERIFICATION

Shock Cord should equal 65% of
total swim platform circumference

A

Identify type of swim platform cover (standard, webbing, slit)
Identify any negative curves or special features

STANDARD PROCESS:
- FinInvis Layer: Build swim platform curve.
- Sew Layer: Offset swim platform curve by +.5 to +.75" (depending on cross section of swim platform). 
NOTE: If the swim platform has a negative curve, you need to fix it with an arc before the next step.
- Use "Length" command on sew curve to find the finished boxing length.
- Make a "3 point rectangle" based on the finished boxing length by 8 or 9 inches. Be exact
- Laser Layer: Offset both sew curves by .5".
- On the boxing laser curve, move both ends out 1.5".
- Draw Layer: Create a line along the each end of the boxing sew curve.
- Draw Layer: On the swim platform, make an "I" mark in the center back between sew and laser curves.
- Draw Layer: On boxing, make two "I" marks in line with the edge of the sew curve (on top and bottom).
- Use "Array along curve" command to array the "I" mark along the sew curve of the swim platform. 
  Choose an odd number.
- Use "Array along curve" command to array the double "I" mark along the top part of the 
  sew curve of the boxing. Choose an even number that is one more than you did on the swim platform.
- Run "I notch fixer" script: Fix all "I" marks to V marks that are joined to the outside curve.
- Text Layer: Add text to pattern using "1 Plot Text" annotation style.
- SHOCK CHORD: Should be 65% of swim platform sew circumference.
- Duplicate boxing. Cut one in thirds. Don't forget to add seam allowance for between pieces and letters to mark it.
- Export layers: LASER, DRAW, and TEXT for the swim platform curve and all of the boxing curves.
- Do the drawings for SEW, HP Logo, Proof, and Render.
- Print to PDF: SEW, HP Logo, and Proof.
- Print to Image: Proof and Render.
- Copy the drawings appropriately to FileMaker.

You need all details in the canvex

Example: (Switch to "rendered view" to see)

CUSTOMER DRAWING PROCESS

Example:

CUSTOMER PROOF: RENDERING

Create a drawing that reflects the actual 
shape/features of the swim deck. 
This will be used to help customers identify their 
own swim deck. 
The drawing should include a cross section (top 
view and front view). 

CUT FILES: To be exported as dxf (1 body and 2 boxing: full and broken)

INSTRUCTIONS: RENDERING PROCESS

HEAT PRESS LOCATION
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INSTRUCTIONS: DESIGN PROCESS
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1726 SC 98"

1726 SC 98"

1726 SC 98"

1726 SC 98"

1726 SC 98"

Swim Platform Cover
05 nautique ski 196Crystal
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Title:
Proof
Boat Model:

Product:

19 July 2023
Date Modified:

3 of 4
Pages:
inches
Units:

Drawn By:

Pattern No:

Used to send to Customer or internal Verification
Complete title block with tic tack tow iminage

This should show the actual Deck  
OVERALL  shape and size
Swim Platfom Should be facing
as if you are Stepping on Boat  (Shown)
Layer should be solid layer
Dimentions should be rounded to
 closest .25" +/- and layed out as  shown

23" (+/- 1")

59 1
2" (+/- 1")




